Much of the computational power of the mammalian brain arises from its extensive top-down projections. To enable neuron-specific information processing these projections have to be precisely targeted. How such a specific connectivity emerges and what functions it supports is still poorly understood. We addressed these questions in silico in the context of the profound structural plasticity of the olfactory system. At the core of this plasticity are the granule cells of the olfactory bulb, which integrate bottom-up sensory inputs and top-down inputs delivered by vast top-down projections from cortical and other brain areas. We developed a biophysically supported computational model for the rewiring of the top-down projections and the intra-bulbar network via adult neurogenesis. The model captures various previous physiological and behavioral observations and makes specific predictions for the cortico-bulbar network connectivity that is learned by odor exposure and environmental contexts. Specifically, it predicts that after learning the granule-cell receptive fields with respect to sensory and with respect to cortical inputs are highly correlated. This enables cortical cells that respond to a learned odor to enact disynaptic inhibitory control specifically of bulbar principal cells that respond to that odor. Functionally, the model predicts context-enhanced stimulus discrimination in cluttered environments ('olfactory cocktail parties') and the ability of the system to adapt to its tasks by rapidly switching between different odor-processing modes. These predictions are experimentally testable. At the same time they provide guidance for future experiments aimed at unraveling the cortico-bulbar connectivity.
GCs, which make random reciprocal synapses with MCs and receive excitatory projections from random CCs (not shown). The synapses between the 4 individual MCs and GCs are indicated by black rectangles in the connectivity matrix. GC survival depends on GC resilience summed over the training stimuli. C) Idealized schematic of the network structure emerging after learning two odors: CCs disynaptically inhibit predominantly those MCs that respond to the same odor as the CCs. Line thickness indicates the number of connections. physiological and behavioral experiments and that can guide future experiments aimed 44 at unraveling the cortico-bulbar connectivity.
implementing an associative memory of these odors. Due to the non-zero threshold for 90 GC activation, for a GC to survive it needed to be co-activated by multiple MCs and 91 CCs at least for some of the training stimuli. Thus, the surviving GCs were connected 92 predominantly to MCs and CCs that had similar receptive fields. 93 To wit, in Fig.1A one population of GCs was mostly driven by MCs and CCs 94 responding to the left training stimulus, while the other population responded to the 95 one on the right. Due to the reciprocal nature of the MC-GC synapses [36] this induced 96 disynaptic inhibition of MCs not only by other MCs with similar receptive fields [17, 35] , 97 but also by cortical CCs that share that receptive field (cf. supplementary Fig.S1 Fig) . 98 Thus, the emerging network structure is characterized by subnetworks or network 99 modules, each of which is associated with a learned odor and provides a bidirectional 100 projection between the bulbar and cortical representation of that odor. This is idealized 101 in Figure 1C , where the circles again represent neuronal populations and the thickness 102 of the lines indicates the number of neurons involved in that type of connection. 103 Through this cortico-bulbar feedback structure cortical cells have inhibitory control 104 PLOS 4/21 specifically over those MCs that provide their dominant sensory input. Of course, 105 depending on the similarity of the odors in the training set their associated subnetworks 106 are more or less overlapping or intertwined. 107 The simulation experiments presented in this paper are for one set of model 108 parameters. Extensive further analysis has shown, however, that our results, 109 particularly for the network structure, are robust with respect to parameter changes.
110
What ramifications does this odor-specific network structure have for stimulus 111 processing? In the following we use simulation experiments to address this question in a 112 number of behaviorally relevant settings.
113
Perceptual Learning of Odor Discrimination
114
Behavioral experiments on spontaneous odor discrimination using a habituation 115 protocol have shown that exposure to an odor related to the odors used in the 116 discrimination task can induce a perceptual learning of that task; however, this learning 117 was compromised when adult neurogenesis was suppressed [24] . A parsimonious 118 interpretation of this finding is that the restructuring of the bulbar network by adult 119 neurogenesis enhances differences in the bulbar representations of the similar odors 120 rendering them more discriminable. To assess the impact of the network structure on 121 odor discriminability we envisioned a read-out of the bulbar output that consists of the 122 sum of the suitably weighted outputs of all MCs. Discriminability can then be 123 characterized by Fisher's linear discriminant F given by the square of the difference 124 between the trial-averaged read-outs corresponding to the two odors divided by the 125 trial-to-trial variability of the read-outs. Our firing-rate framework did not include any 126 trial-to-trial variability. We therefore took as a proxy for it the firing rate, which would 127 be proportional to the variability if the rates arose from Poisson-like spike trains. We 128 considered here the optimal value F opt that is obtained if the weights of the outputs to 129 the read-out are chosen to maximize F for the stimuli in question. Such optimal weights 130 could be the result of the animal learning the task. For similar odors F opt typically 131 increased in our model as the network structure evolved in response to these odors, 132 typically in parallel with a reduction in the Pearson correlation of the MC activity 133 patterns (cf. [35] ), capturing the observed perceptive learning [24] . the odors in that pair was substantially reduced ( Fig.2E ). This degradation of the 146 performance did not occur if the removal of GCs was blocked in the simulation.
147
These results capture essential features of experiments in mice in which the 148 extinction of an odor memory enhanced the apoptosis of GCs, particularly of those GCs 149 that had been responsive to that odor. However, fewer of the GCs died and the mice 150 did not forget the task when apoptosis was blocked during the extinction of the odor 151 memory [25] . The GCs that were removed in the extinction had strongly responded to odor 1 before the extinction, but not to odor 3. E: The extinction-induced reduction in inhibition compromised the discrimination between odors 1 and 2, but not between odors 3 and 4.
Specific GC Activation in the Absence of Odor Stimulation

153
Experimentally it has been found that specific GC activity patterns could be evoked 154 even in the absence of odors, if the animal was placed in an environment that previously 155 had been associated with an odor [26] . In fact, the GC activation pattern that was 156 induced by this environment had substantial overlap with the pattern evoked by the 157 associated odor. This was not the case for a different environment. A natural 158 interpretation of these observations is that the odorless GC activation patterns were 159 driven by top-down projections onto the GCs from higher brain areas that have access 160 to non-olfactory, e.g. visual, information [26] . To capture this aspect we extended our 161 cortical model to include CCs that did not receive direct input from the olfactory bulb 162 but were driven by non-olfactory, contextual information. This could, for instance, 163 represent information from other sensory modalities, information about the task the 164 animal is to perform, or an expectation by the animal. We introduced excitatory 165 associational connections with Hebbian plasticity between these cells and the CCs that 166 received MC input and extended the global inhibition to those cells.
167
Presenting two odors to the network, each in the presence of a different context, odor itself. This may account for the enhanced response of the animals observed in the 179 familiar, but odorless context, but not in the unfamiliar context [26] .
180
What functionality is enabled by the learned network structure, which allows CCs to 181 inhibit specific MC? To assess this question we considered two scenarios: i) the 182 detection and discrimination of odors in a cluttered environment and ii) rapid switching 183 between different odor tasks.
184
Context Enhances Detection and Discrimination in Cluttered
185
Odor Environments 186 We considered cluttered environments in which the presence of additional odors may or 187 may not occlude (mask) the odors of interest, an olfactory analog of the 'cocktail party' 188 problem [37] . As an illustrative example we considered the detection of a weak target 189 odor. In the presence of a strong odor that activated a large number of MCs and 190 occluded the target odor this required the discrimination between the occluder alone 191 and the occluder with the target (Fig. 4E ). This was difficult because the MCs carrying 192 the information about the target were also driven by the occluder, rendering the relative 193 difference between the overall pattern with target (red, solid symbols) and that without In these simulation experiments we associated the occluding odor during the training 200 with context 1 (Fig.4D ). The odor-specific inhibition had then two contributions. The 201 intra-bulbar component did not require cortical activation and suppressed the familiar 202 occluder on its own ( Fig.4F left panel) . In the presence of the context the detectability 203 of the target was even further enhanced by the cortical excitation of the GCs ( read-out cells can, in principle, adapt the weights of their input synapses so as to focus 211 only on the relevant odors and 'ignore' the cluttered environment. However, this weight 212 optimization is often not possible, since the animal may not know yet which odors are 213 to be discriminated. This is, for instance, likely the case in the early phase of learning a 214 new discrimination task [38] . During this phase it is reasonable to envision that animals 215 rely on a large number of read-out cells each of which receives inputs from different 216 combinations of MCs and is therefore sensitive to different aspects of the MC activity 217 patterns. The activity of many of these read-out cells will be dominated by the 218 uninformative components of the odor environment ('distractor'), making it difficult to 219 discriminate between two weak target odors, even if they are not occluded by the 220 environment ( Fig.5E , right panel illustrating optimal and random read-out). To analyze 221 such a situation we employed a non-optimal Fisher discriminant F nonopt based on a 222 large number of random read-outs of the MCs (cf. [10] in the Methods). We considered the discrimination between two similar, novel target odors in the 224 presence of a strong, familiar odor that did not occlude the targets but served as a 225 distractor ( Figure 5E ). It was associated with context 2. In addition, the network was 226 familiarized with odors 1 and 2, which were associated with context 1 and partially 227 overlapped with the novel target odors ( Figure 5A-D) . Even in the absence of any 228 contextual signal the learned intra-bulbar connectivity was able to suppress to some 229 extent the distracting, familiar odor relative to the novel odors. In the presence of 230 context 2, which was associated with the distractor ('correct' context), this suppression 231 was substantially enhanced through the cortical feedback driven by that context, 232 leading to much better discriminability of the two novel odors ( Figure 5G,H) .
233
As in the case of discrimination via an optimal read-out ( Fig.4) it was not beneficial 234 to have indiscriminate strong cortical feedback for all familiar odors, even if these odors 235 were not present. For instance, the feedback driven by context 1 ('incorrect' context) 236 was detrimental to the discrimination of the target odors if neither of the familiar odors 237 1 and 2, which were associated with context 1, were part of the odor scene. While the 238 target odors were not occluded by these familiar odors, they had significant overlap 239 with them. Therefore the connectivity that was learned through the training included a 240 sizable number of inhibitory projections -via the GCs -from the CCs representing 241 context 1 to the MCs representing the target odors. This lead to a strong suppression of 242 the MC response to the target odors, resulting in poor discriminability ( Figure 5G,H) . 243
Thus, the ability of top-down inputs to induce specific inhibition in a flexible manner 244 substantially enhanced olfactory processing. Figure 6A ). As expected, the training increased 256 the discriminability of the odors within a pair. However, for the discrimination of the Fig.6B ) and MCs representing odor O 3 (MC index near 80) was small. However, these 264 MCs are activated simultaneously in the mixtures and mutual inhibition of these MCs is 265 needed to enhance the discrimination between the mixtures [17, 35, 40, 41] . As a result 266 the inhibition significantly reduced the relative difference between the two mixtures and 267 with it their Fisher discriminant ( Figures 6F left,G) . Inhibition between the MCs 268 representing O 1 and those representing O 3 can be effected by establishing associational 269 excitatory connections between the CCs that disynaptically inhibit these two groups.
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270
To do so we exploited the Hebbian plasticity of the cortical synapses and trained the 271 cortical network briefly to the mixture 0.5 O 1 + 0.5 O 3 (Figure 6E right) . This enhanced 272 the discriminability of the mixtures substantially ( Figure 6F right,G).
273
Thus, cortical projections can exploit the learned, odor-specific subnetwork structure 274 (Fig.1C) to switch between different cortico-bulbar processing modes, adapting to the 275 odor objects at hand.
276
Experimental Predictions
277
The key anatomical feature of the model network resulting from learning is its 278 connectivity. Specifically, the projections that the GCs receive from the MCs and from 279 the CCs are predicted to be matched: a given GC receives cortical inputs predominantly 280 from those CCs that respond to the same odors as the MCs projecting to that GC. This 281 matching of the GCs' receptive fields can be tested experimentally. One possibility is to 282 express -after suitable training -ChR2 conditionally (e.g., via c-Fos [42] ) in those 283 principal cells of piriform cortex that are activated by the training odor, combined with 284 expression of a calcium-indicator in the GCs. Note that the training needs to activate 285 the neurogenic plasticity of the bulb [24] , which is not the case if the odor exposure is 286 only passive [43] . The model predicts that optical stimulation of cortical cells in the 287 absence of an odor will then lead to excitation patterns of the GCs that are strongly 288 correlated with the patterns excited by the training odor (Fig.3C,D) . Previous 289 experiments in which odor-evoked and context-evoked GC activation patterns were 290 found to be correlated in different animals are suggestive of this outcome [26] .
291
On a behavioral level the model makes specific predictions for the learning of odor 292 discrimination or detection in cluttered environments. Recent experiments have shown 293 that the detection of an odor in a go/no-go task is particularly difficult if that odor is 294 masked or occluded by an odor [37] . Our model predicts that the performance in such a 295 detection task would be enhanced if the animal is first familiarized with the occluding 296 odor over an extended period of time [24] . The resulting restructuring of the bulbar 297 network would lead to a reduction in the response to that familiar odor, partially 298 unmasking the task-relevant odor. If, in addition, the occluding familiar odor has been 299 associated with a non-olfactory context [26] , the model predicts that the performance is 300 further enhanced if the task is performed in that context, but not in a different, novel 301 context ( Figure 4A ).
302
Even if the cluttered odor environment does not occlude the task-relevant odors, it is 303 expected that the learning speed in an odor-discrimination task [38] is reduced by 304 strong distracting odors. The model predicts that sufficient familiarization [24] with the 305 distracting odors will reduce their uninformative contributions to the overall MC 306 PLOS 11/21 activation pattern. This is expected to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and with it the 307 learning speed by reducing the contributions from the uninformative MCs to the 308 variability of the read-out. If, in addition, the distracting, uninformative odors are 309 associated with a context, the learning speed is predicted to increase further in the 310 presence of that context ( Figure 5B ). If the cluttered environment makes the task too 311 hard to learn for naive animals, our model suggests that prior familiarization with the 312 distracting odors, preferably in a specific context, may enable the animals to master this 313 difficult task.
314
Discussion
315
Adult neurogenesis is a striking mechanism of structural plasticity that has the potential 316 to rewire a network extensively. In mammals it arises predominantly in two brain areas. 317 In the dentate gyrus it involves excitatory granule cells; their role in the network has 318 been studied in detail [44, 45] , also in terms of computational models [46] . In the 319 olfactory system, where adult neurogenesis involves inhibitory rather than excitatory 320 granule cells, there is also a substantial body of experimental work [18] , but only few 321 modeling studies are available [35, 47] . Here we have developed a computational model 322 for the neurogenic evolution of the network connectivity with an emphasis on the activity [19, 34] , GC activity can be induced in the absence of odor stimulation [26] , and 326 piriform cortex exhibits extensive recurrent excitation, which can support associational 327 memory [31, 32] . The model captures qualitatively the experimentally observed 328 perceptual learning afforded by neurogenesis [24] as well as the enhanced apoptosis of 329 specific GCs and the reduced odor discriminability after the extinction of memories [25] . 330 Without theoretical guidance, it is difficult in experiments to identify the functional 331 structure of the cortico-bulbar connectivity, in particular, because odor representations 332 in the olfactory system do not reflect detailed spatial maps like those of other sensory 333 systems [48, 49] . An important contribution of the model is therefore its prediction that 334 through the structural plasticity the network develops a structure that reflects the 335 learned odors and provides enhanced inhibition that is specific to these odors. This 336 inhibition is in part intra-bulbar and in part driven by top-down (cortical) inputs. The 337 latter reflects the formation of a bidirectional connection between the bulbar and the 338 cortical representation of the familiar odors, which allows the cortical cells associated 339 with such an odor to inhibit specifically those MCs that are excited by that odor. This 340 inhibition is mediated by GCs. For this connectivity to arise the reciprocal nature of the 341 MC-GC synapses is essential. Our results therefore suggest that a key function of the 342 reciprocity of these synapses may be to guide the wiring of the cortico-bulbar network 343 connectivity. The predicted matching of the GC receptive fields for olfactory and for memory, which may indicate that a higher brain area has recognized parts of the odor 351 scene. This may allow something akin to the 'explaining away' of components of a 352 complex odor mixture that is theoretically predicted for the optimal processing of 353 stimuli [4] [5] [6] 12] . Recent work has identified networks that demix familiar odors 354 employing approximate optimal Bayesian inference; the anatomical structure of these 355 networks is very close to that emerging naturally in our neurogenic model [6, 7] . By
356
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12/21 providing a biophysically supported mechanism through which the system can learn the 357 required network structure our model complements this abstract normative approach.
358
Going beyond the purely olfactory aspect, the top-down input could encode 359 task-related expectations or contextual information originating from other sensory 360 modalities. Thus, it may implement a predictive coding in the bulb that reflects the 361 context or task at hand [50] . Our model demonstrates how such contextual information 362 can enhance performance.
363
The formation of the bulbar and cortico-bulbar network via structural plasticity is a 364 relatively slow process. However, our model predicts that the network structure 365 emerging from it can be exploited by faster synaptic learning processes in cortex, which 366 allow the system to switch relatively quickly between different discrimination tasks. This 367 is reminiscent of the task-dependent switching of neuronal responses observed in V1 [3] . 368 Focusing on the slow evolution of the network structure our model is intentionally 369 minimal with respect to the dynamics of the individual neurons. We describe the 370 neurons in terms of their firing rate and focus on neuronal steady-state activities. So 371 far, the knowledge about the biophysical mechanisms controlling GC survival and their 372 dependence on neuronal activity is not sufficient to guide the development of a detailed 373 model of that process, which would, e.g., connect GC spiking or calcium-levels with GC 374 survival [34, 51, 52] .
375
To assess the discriminability of MC activity patterns we assumed that the firing 376 rates result from an irregular firing in which the variance of the spike number is 377 proportional, albeit not necessarily equal, to the mean spike number. Thus, we have not 378 taken the widely observed rhythmic aspect of the bulbar activity into account [53] , 379 which suggests that animals may also be able to make use of spike-timing and synchrony 380 information in odor processing [5, 54, 55] . The modular network structure and the 381 associated top-down inputs that are predicted by our model are likely to have also 382 substantial impact on spike timing and synchrony. A study of the resulting dynamics 383 and functional consequences is beyond the scope of this paper and will be left to future 384 work.
385
The system most likely gains additional richness through the nonlinear response 386 properties of the GCs, which include local dendritic depolarization that can provide 387 reciprocal inhibition to the MCs even without spiking [56] , as well as wide-spread 388 dendritic activation associated with calcium-or sodium-spikes that may drive 389 wide-spread lateral inhibition [57, 58] . Thus, it is likely that inhibition can operate in 390 different regimes [59] , which may further enhance the system's ability to switch between 391 different tasks.
392
Adult neurogenesis is not the only plasticity mechanism operating in the olfactory 393 bulb. Spike-timing dependent plasticity is known to be enhanced in the proximal 394 synapses of young adult-born GCs [14, 60] . Long-term depression has been 395 demonstrated at the reciprocal synapses between MCs and GCs [61, 62] . In addition, 396 these synapses exhibit substantial structural plasticity in the form of spine fluctuations 397 in adult-born as well as neonatally born GCs [16, 17] . In computational models of the 398 olfactory bulb without top-down inputs spine fluctuations and adult neurogenesis lead 399 to very similar network connectivities [17, 35] . We therefore expect that a cortico-bulbar 400 model based on spine fluctuations would lead to results that are very similar to the ones 401 based on adult neurogenesis described here. How the two types of structural plasticity 402 complement each other and how the sequential formation of proximal and apical 403 synapses [39] affects the emerging connectivity are interesting questions, which are, 404 however, beyond the scope of this paper.
405
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Methods
406
Our model consisted of three populations of neurons, mitral/tufted cells (M ), granule 407 cells (G), and 'cortical' cells (C). Although the differences between mitral and tufted 408 cells in terms of their properties and function are becoming increasingly known [28, 29] , 409 the model did not distinguish between them. The neuronal activities were described by 410 the nonlinear rate equations
The odor stimuli were given by S i and the spontaneous MC activity by M sp . The were given by 416 0 or 1. Without loss of generality the strength of the excitatory synapses from the MCs 417 to the GCs was set to 1, while the strength of the reciprocal inhibition was given by g. 418 The excitatory cortical synapses were taken to be plastic. In all the simulations 419 presented in this paper the cortical connectivity was learned at the beginning of the 420 simulations using the Hebbian plasticity rule of the effective disynaptic inhibition between 430 MCs and of MCs by CCs, which are shown in supplementary Fig.S1 Fig and Fig.S3 431 FigB, are given by
where N G is the number of GCs. Note that the diagonal elements of W reached. Since only the steady-state values were desired we set τ G = 0, which allowed a 443 drastic reduction of the number of differential equations that had to be solved. Then 444 the resilience of each GC was determined as the sum of its thresholded activity over all 445 N s training stimuli,
Then GCs were removed depending on their survival probability P i given by (cf. Figure 447 1B)
This completed the neurogenic time step. For all results, except in Fig.2 , sufficiently 449 many such steps were taken to reach a statistically steady state in the network 450 connectivity and in the various quantities assessing the features of the system.
451
The number of GCs was not fixed in this neurogenic model; instead, it depended on 452 the strength of the inputs S (β) i and the strength g of the inhibitory connections. For 453 strong inhibition g the MC activities were low, leading to low activities of the GCs and 454 a correspondingly low survival probability. As a result, the number of GCs was low. 455 Conversely, choosing weak inhibition g lead to a large number of GCs. When the 456 number of GCs was low, adding and removing a single GC had a significant effect on 457 the MC and GC activities, resulting in strong fluctuations in the output of the network. 458 To balance computational effort with the need to keep the fluctuations sufficiently low, 459 we therefore adjusted in the simulations the inhibitory strength g during the network 460 evolution to keep the number of GCs within a predetermined target range centered at 461 N (aim) GC . Only in Fig.2 , where the focus was the temporal evolution of the network, we 462 kept g fixed after t = 18, 750 before the memory was extinguished at t = 25, 000. 
Contextual inputs drove the corresponding contextual cortical cells C i with a 466 cell-independent amplitude A context .
467
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To assess the discriminability of two stimuli S (1) i and S
(2) i we used the optimal 468 Fisher discriminant F opt
i ] + + [M (2) i ] + (9) and a non-optimal Fisher discriminant F nonopt , which was obtained as the mean of 470 5,000 Fisher discriminants F random , 471 F nonopt = F random , each of which was based on a random read-out of the MC activities,
Here the weights w (random) i were real numbers between -1 and +1 drawn from a uniform 473 distribution. By including negative weights we allowed for the possibility that the 474 hypothetical read-out cell could also receive disynaptic inhibition from the MCs.
475
In the simulation experiments presented in this paper we used one set of parameters. 476 We have, however, tested that our results are robust under parameter changes. The The parameter values for the training stimuli stimuli were
The same parameters were used for the probe stimuli in Fig.2 and Fig.6 . In Fig.4 the 486 parameters of the target in the probe stimulus were 487 A k = 0.72 w k = 2, while in Fig.5 the parameters for the targets were 488 A k = 1.08 w k = 12.
The parameters for the occluder and the distractor in Figs.4,5 were also given by 489 Eq.(11).
490
The Matlab codes used in these computations are available from the authors upon 491 request.
492
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